How reliable is the behavioural evaluation of dyskinesia in animal models of Parkinson's disease?
In spite of the current availability of several pharmacological therapies for the treatment of Parkinson's disease, side effects are invariably manifested during long-term treatment. Dyskinesia, wearing-off and on-off are among the most disabling side effects produced by the dopamine precursor L-dihydroxyphenylalanine and, to a lesser degree, by other pharmacological treatments based on dopamine receptor agonism. Evaluation of the side effects, in particular dyskinesia, produced by antiparkinsonian drug treatments, therefore represents a critical issue in drug validation prior to a clinical trial. Moreover, a reliable model of dyskinesia is a fundamental requirement for the study of the as yet unknown mechanisms at the basis of this severely disabling side effect. The present review aims to provide a critical evaluation of the validity, reliability and utility of animal models of dyskinesia. In the first part of this review, we present a brief overview of the different models of Parkinson's disease focusing on those utilized for the evaluation of dyskinetic movements, then proceed to critically examine the turning behaviour model in an attempt to assess the way in which it has influenced the evaluation of drugs utilized in the treatment of Parkinson's disease. Subsequently, the various models of dyskinesia are reviewed and conclusions are drawn as to how the environment in which experiments are performed can influence the behaviour observed.